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How has the Rosen College made you feel a part of UCF? 

The Rosen College offers a small, intimate home within a large university. I have been able to find 

my own personal circle of hospitality and entertainment people within a university consisting of 

over 60,000 students. 

 

What is your most memorable experience while working in the hospitality industry? 

One day I was walking at my work location and saw a little boy and his grandma just watching 

ducks as they waddled by. I went over and sat on the ground with them as we all watched the 

cute ducks. I learned all about their life and who they were and just had a lovely conversation 

with them. Though simple, this was such a memorable experience.  

 

Do you have a favorite event you’ve attended either at Rosen or UCF? 

Spirit Splash! The rich tradition and school spirit at this event are remarkable.  

 

The three pillars of excellence at the Rosen College are professionalism, leadership and service.  Which do 

you identify with and why? 

While I strive to identify with all three, leadership is my favorite. Leadership is so much more than 

just holding a big position. It involves inspiring a team, keeping people organized, and actually 

working alongside the group rather than above. 

 

Who is your favorite professor and why? 

My favorite professor is Professor Ray Eddy. Professor Eddy has such a genuine, caring heart for 

all students. He genuinely wants his students to succeed and equips them with all of the tools and 

lessons necessary. He has allowed me to shadow him a couple of times at events he has stage 

managed in order to get a clearer understanding of my professional goals and aspirations. He also 

has met with me several times just to get to know me, talk about life, and help me grow. Without 

a doubt, he is my favorite professor. 


